
The three-day Eagles Leadership Conference (ELC) 2015 started on July 23, 2015 with an inspiring and 
heartfelt time of worship by Kenneth Koh and his team from Pentecost Methodist Church Singapore for a 
gathering of 1389 participants from 19 countries.Gracing the occasion with his Opening Address was Guest 
of Honor Mr Tan Chuan-Jin, Singapore’s Minister for Social and Family Development. In a very genial tone, he 
spoke about the importance of values and character in leadership.

The first plenary of the day began with an introduction to the Art of Partnership by the President of Eagles 
Communications, Michael Tan. He drew principles from his experience serving with partners in ministry in 
the organization. The second plenary featured the founders of Emotionally Healthy Spirituality, Peter and 
Geri Scazzero, who spoke on Leading Out of Your Marriage and Singleness. The other four plenaries on 
the first day saw impact investor Dato’ Kim Tan, Hollywood producer Phil Cooke, social entrepreneur Dylan 
Wilk and Malaysian cabinet minister Senator Dato’ Sri Idris Jala speaking on different aspects of partnership 
experiences in life, careers, leadership and teamwork.

The audience was greatly inspired by Dylan Wilk’s story of how he gave up his wealth to help build 60,000 
homes for the less fortunate in the Philippines. This venture had enabled him to realize that the purpose of his 
wealth was to bless others.

In between the plenaries, participants were also regaled with performances by Eagles’ singing stalwarts, the 
Crosswinds and guitar virtuoso and singer, Shun Ng who was nominated as the Best International Artiste of 
the Year at the Boston Music Awards last year.

The conference continued the next day with a series of workshops by 26 other distinguished speakers and 
leaders from church, social sectors and the marketplace. Participants were treated to more on how they could 
impact their lives, churches and communities as leaders, in partnership with governments, other organizations 
and volunteers.  

The final morning of the conference featured two dialogue sessions where the former Thai Auditor-General, 
Khun Ying Jaruvan Maintaka and Executive Chairman of OUE Limited, Dr Stephen Riady shared their struggles 
and challenges about the pains of partnership in top positions of responsibility and influence. The second 
dialogue session was helmed by Penang’s Chief Minister Mr Lim Guan Eng and Group President of the 
Government Investment Corporation of Singapore Mr Lim Siong Guan. Both gentlemen provided great insights 
on opportunities and creativity of great partnerships. Their session concluded with a standing ovation by  
the audience.

“My experience at ELC 2015 was way greater than I expected. 
Quality of speakers, integrated spirit of leadership, young 
people rejoicing in the Lord, etc. I received lots of inspiration 
from God and through people. Thank you so much for this 
amazing conference and being a source of inspiration to people 
in Asia and the world.”
– Hiro Matsue, Japan

“All the presentations have been really powerful and useful for 
me. Not only did they speak to my heart, they have also helped 
me find missing links to some of my questions and taught me 
to heal some major injustices in my life. I will definitely want to 
attend ELC2017!”
– Sylvia Chan, China

At the final afternoon, the conference heard for the 
first time in Singapore Dr Mark Labberton, President of 
Fuller Theological Seminary in a plenary entitled, The 
Dangerous Act of Loving Your Neighbor. He shared 
insightfully about partnership from the experience of 
the exile of God’s people in the Old Testament.

Filipino singer and former Grand Finalist of Philippines 
Idol, Reymond Sajor, was our final guest artiste who 
sang three songs including the sweet yet assuring We 
Are The Reason in support of the final closing plenary 
by Founder of Eagles Communications, Peter Chao. 
Peter spoke poignantly on being The Forgiving Leader 
and issued an invitation for participants to respond 
to God’s call to be such leaders. Many came forward 
and received the prayer of dedication by Bishop 
Melter Tais of the Anglican Diocese of Sabah. Indeed, 
the participants went home feeling refreshed and 
empowered to “support the weak; help the afflicted; 
and love and serve the Lord.”

ParticiPants’ 
comments 

“It is not about simply forming a partnership because we think we can work 
on something together. It is about whether we are sharing the same vision and 
mission, the same understanding of our values, as well as whether our interests are 
the same. Thank you for this helpful conference.”
– Alex Wang, Australia

“It was very inspiring to see so many young people involved in this conference 
and to learn from some of the best leaders from various fields and disciplines.”
– Rebecca Lee, West Malaysia

“Congrats to the Eagles team for organizing a successful  2015 Conference. It’s 
been a pleasure listening to some of the speakers and I count myself blessed.”
– Charles Quah, Singapore

“The art of partnership first and foremost starts with the healthy me and not in 
demanding/requesting others to be healthy first. The second is the vision and 
values. Nothing beats two godly persons partnering for the sole purpose of the 
Kingdom of God.”
– David Tjokrorahardjo, Indonesia

a Drama
masterclass

PRE-CONFERENCE BY
KATHLEEN COOKE

BY MEIzHI NG

On July 22, 2015 14 participants were treated to a 
hands-on and personalized whole day workshop with 
creative director and co-founder of Cooke Pictures, 
Kathleen Cooke on The Secrets Of Reaching A Sight 
and Sound Generation: How to Use Drama, Visual 
Media and Theater to Impact Culture. 

Conducted at Eagles Center, it was a wonderful time 
learning about performing in front of a camera and 

beginning rehearsals as a director. Many participants 
who were present at the workshop had never been 
in front of a camera before that day. They were 
given scripts to prepare before lunch. They were 
encouraged to break off into their assigned pairs and 
bonded while they prepared their scene. The pairs 
discussed intently on how they were going to perform, 
ran around borrowing props and worked to memorize 
their lines.

When they had finally performed, Kathleen would offer 
her comments and direction and then encouraged 
them to perform one more time. The workshop had 
been a fruitful experience for the participants as they 
continued to talk to Kathleen about their own projects 
in Singapore within the church ministry after the 
workshop had ended. Kathleen provided great advice 
for them and those interactions were great and made 
this pre-conference event all the more meaningful.
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eDUcate, 
inVest & innoVate

COLLAbO-ACTION
ExHIBITION

BY YULIANA KASMAN

For the first time, ELC 2015 provided the opportunity 
and platform for participants to be involved in all 
levels of partnership and networking with different 
social, ministry and business organizations. Called 
ELC 2015 Collabo-Action Exhibition, exhibitors 
such as McGraw-Hill Education (Asia), SKS Books 
Warehouse, Citystate Travel, Light10 Industries, 
World Scientific Publishing, Asian Access, Fuller 
Theological Seminary, Young Life Asia Pacific, Meta 
Consulting, Eagles Mediation and Counselling Centre 
(EMCC), Eagles Communications and many more 
had their professionally set up booths to interact 
with conference participants.

The exhibition was also opened to the public and 
every day exhibitors encountered a hive of activity in 
the exhibition area.

“I want to redeem my books,” said one participant to 
a volunteer at the Eagles Booth. “How can I buy this 
book?” asked another referring to the stacks of Lim 
Siong Guan’s The Leader, The Teacher and 
You books.

Exhibitors were definitely kept busy all day as 
the participants clarified their enquiries, made 
purchases and went all around the different 
exhibition zones to complete their Collabo-Action 
stamp cards, to take part in a lucky draw to win an 
Apple Watch! Every participant who had successfully 
completed their stamp card was also presented with 
free giveaways which included DVDs by well known 
theologians such as the former President of Fuller 
Theological Seminary, Dr Richard Mouw and a book 
by Reverend Wong Kim Kong entitled, Living and 
Leading with Limitations. 

Book sales were brisk as participants grabbed 
their copies of various recommended books by 
Phil Cooke, John Ng, Mark Labberton, Peter & Geri 
Scazzero and Lim Siong Guan. They also conducted 
their book signing sessions at the booths.

Passion, PaY, PUrPose:
HoW Do i KnoW?

 
NITE TALK

BY MATTHIAS LEE

togather.sg, the marketplace ministry arm of Eagles Communications, held a Nite 
Talk on the evening of July 23, 2015 at Suntec Convention Center. We invited Lim 
Siong Guan and Dylan Wilk to share their insights on passion, pay and purpose to 
a crowd of 200 participants from the marketplace.

The speakers were engaging and blessed the participants with their wisdom and 
life experiences. Lim Siong Guan shared that as believers, we ought to pursue our 
purpose with passion and the pay would follow. He further added that Christians 

need to be purposeful to look beyond ourselves. Dylan Wilk, being one of the 
richest under-30 young men in England several years back before giving up his 
wealth to go to the Philippines to do community transformation, shared that 
sometimes God made us wait so that He might transform us to be the right person 
at the right place to fulfill His purpose.

togather.sg was immensely blessed to see that the participants took home truths 
that they can work on from the speakers. When Andrew Han, the chairperson 
for the talk, asked the crowd if they had learned from the speakers, almost the 
whole hall raised their hands to give an affirmative answer. This was indeed 
encouraging to the speakers as well as the organizers. We were also blessed by 
the selfless volunteers, some of them who had served at the Eagles Leadership 
Conference in the day as well. These volunteers proactively helped out with the 
preparation of the event venue and stayed till the end to ensure that everything 
had been settled before leaving for the night.

Click here to visit
www.togather.sg

or like us on
facebook.com/ 

togather.sg
for more upcoming

events.
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